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What is fair trade

Undoubtedly you have heard the term “Fair Trade.” But what, precisely, does the term mean? Basically fair trade 
means that producers are paid a fair price for the products they produce. But there’s much more involved than just 
a good price. Fair trade goods are produced in humane working conditions, and factories are monitored for their 
compliance to minimum standards. By putting control in the hands of producers, fair trade attempts to address 
structural inequities in the global economy and promote grassroots development. 

Key elements of fair trade include: 
Creating opportunities for economically disadvantaged producers 
Transparency and accountability 
Promoting independence 
Payment of a fair price 
Decent working conditions 
Sustainable environmental practices 
No child labour

(adapted from www.levelground.com)

* Definition of Fair Trade fits into Grade 7 Social Studies Curriculum 7.3.5 KE-049

When did Fair Trade Begin

The fair trade movement dates back to the late 1940s when US churches began selling handicrafts made 
by refugees in Europe after World War II. Since then, the range of fairly traded goods has expanded to include 
products like coffee, tea, chocolate and even soccer balls.

In many cases fair trade is coordinated by alternative trade organizations (ATOs), groups which help connect 
producers in the developing world with consumers in countries like Canada. Unlike conventional trading structures, 
alternative trade organizations—including Equal Exchange, SERRV International, and Ten Thousand Villages—are 
committed to providing fair wages to producers through direct trade, guaranteed minimum prices, and a fair trade 
premium, a payment added to the price of fair trade goods that supports social and economic development 
in the producing communities. 

Why is Fair Trade IMPORtANT!!!

The benefits of purchasing fair trade items go a long way. Not only are consumers helping producers 
and their families attain a better quality of life, but fair trade premiums go towards community projects such as:

Building new schools and health clinics,
Improved water and sanitation,
Women’s empowerment and
Micro-credit projects.

*Grade 7 Social Studies Curriculum Global Quality of Life 7.2.1 and Consumer Choices 7.4.5 Ve-017

?

?
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How to Tell when a Product  
is Fair Trade!

Fair trade goods have to go through a specific process to become certified fair trade. The Fairtrade Labelling 
Organization (FLO) is an organization that unites 20 labelling initiatives in 21 countries and producer networks 
representing Fairtrade certified producer organizations in Central and South America, Africa and Asia. 
Products certified by FLO are identified with the Fairtrade Mark. It looks like this:
 

 

The Fairtrade Mark is one of the main guarantees to consumers that farmers in developing countries get a fair 
deal for their products. The FLO system currently covers mainly food products: coffee, tea, chocolate, cocoa, 
honey, bananas, sugar, orange juice, mangoes and also where any of these products are the key ingredient in 
another product, for example snack bars. FLO is working to expand the types of products which are eligible for 
inclusion in the FLO system. For example sport balls have recently been introduced as the first non-food product. 

If a product is making a fair trade claim but it doesn’t carry a Fairtrade Mark you can be sure their claim is 
genuine if they belong to the International Federation of Alternative Trade (IFAT), whose members have a 
mission to tackle poverty through trade. The FTO Mark is not a product label. It has not been designed as 
a label for handcrafts. It is a mark to identify fair trade organizations. You can check members of IFAT 
on their website, www.ifat.org  
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Fair Trade in Canada

Transfair Canada is Canada’s member to FLO. Only products that are certified by FLO 
and Transfair Canada are licensed to carry the following label:

 

In Manitoba you can buy fair trade products at a number of locations. Some of these  
include Ten Thousand Villages, Le Garage Café, Evolution Café, Marquis Project (Brandon), 
Brave New World, and others. A full list and addresses can be found at  
www.fairtrademanitoba.ca.
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A Look at the Supply Chain for 

Fair Trade and Non-Fair Trade Coffee
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* Supply Chain created by MCIC summer students Sia Samba and Brynn Hughes.

* Fair trade / free trade supply chains Grade 7 Social Studies Curriculum 7.3.5
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Some Common Fairly Traded Items
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Coffee, tea

Chocolate, hot chocolate, cocoa

Sugar

Rice

Quinoa (an ancient grain originating from South America) 

Wine

Dried fruit

Bananas

Spices

Textiles

Jewelry

Handicrafts

Sports balls

T-shirts, shoes, and other clothing

Cut flowers
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Words Related to Fair Trade

                                                          
       Environment                  Cooperatives

Fair Wage

                    Community

                                                 Independent

                           

                                                                                                                
                  Farmers                       

Producers
                                                        Movement
         Social consciousness

                                                         Markets

*Grade 7 Social Studies Curriculum Keywords Fair Trade 7.4.5
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Fair Trade in Action

To get a better idea of how fair trade coffee is produced and manufactured and how fair trade premiums are 
used let’s look at the example provided by Level Ground Trading Company featuring Café San Miguel coffee.

 
 
 
 
 
 

Café San Miguel is grown by small-scale farming families near the Andes in the province of Antioquia, Colombia. 
Level Ground Trading, an alternative trade organization, buys green unroasted beans through the regional coffee 
cooperative. Level Ground import directly to Canada, roast in small batches, and package in valve bags ensuring 
coffee is fresh and of the highest quality. The community of Andes has chosen to use the Fair Trade premiums to 
provide educational scholarships to children in the community, make structural improvements to the schools, 
operate a boarding house for rural students and establish a micro-credit program. In 2003 a meeting was held 
to talk with this group of farming families to explore where further community development dollars can be 
invested and to determine the level of interest in having the farms certified organic. 
(www.levelground.com)

* Level Ground Trading Company offers a number of different fair trade products which can be purchased at Ten 
Thousand Villages stores and other locations throughout Manitoba.
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Fair Trade Recipe 

Chocolate Cake

Serves 12

175 g (6 oz) white flour

3 tbsp Fair Trade cocoa

1 tsp baking powder

1 tsp baking soda

150 g (5 oz) fair trade brown sugar

1 tbs baking molasses

2 eggs

150 ml (5 fl oz) vegetable oil

150 ml (5 fl oz) milk

apricot jam, cream or butter icing to finish

This is a recipe from Michael Barry. He was one of the first TV cooks to give publicity to Fair Trade products.

Method
Preheat the oven to 160˚C/325˚F and grease two 18 cm (7 inch) cake pans. Mix all the dry ingredients together 
in the food processor and whiz the ingredients until thoroughly blended. Add the liquid ingredients and process 
again scraping the sides of the bowl until they are all incorporated. If you do not have a food processor you can 
do it by hand. Pour the mixture into pans and bake in the oven for 45 minutes. Cool and sandwich with apricot 
jam, cream or butter icing – whatever you prefer.

* From The Oxfam Fairworld Cookbook. Introduced by Sopia Grigson, and contributors include  

Rose Elliot, Delia Smith, Anton Mossiman, Michael Barry and Ken Hom. ISBN 0-304-34944-5, 1997.
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Fair Trade Crossword Puzzle!

  
              
    

ACROSS  
3. Canadians drank 86 litres in 2006, up 6.5 litres from 1997
5. Makes a nice Valentine’s Day gift
6. Opposite from unjust
7. Canada’s member to the Fair Trade Labelling Organization (FLO)
8. A person or organization who uses a commodity or service 

DOWN
1. A movie about fair trade coffee in Ethiopia
2. Someone who creates a good or service
4. Air, water, soil , trees…  
    something important to our survival

* Answers on page 19

1 2

3 4

5

6

7

8
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Interesting and Amazing  

Questions and Facts

On average how many kilograms of bananas does the average person eat annually?     
           14 kg

How many kilograms of chocolate do Canadians consume on average per person each year.    
           5.5kg

On average Canadians consume how many kilograms of sugar each year?   
           39 kg

On average how many kilograms of sugar is consumed by people living in developing countries per year?   
           17kg

After water, what is the most popular drink in the world?
           Tea

How many cups of tea are drunk per second in the world?
           15,000 cups

How many million metric tonnes of rice is produced and consumed each year?      
           397

Rice is the principle food in the diet of how many people in the world? 
             2 billion

How many hand sewn stitches are there in a standard size soccer ball?
               690

What country produces approximately 75% of the world’s soccer balls? 
           Pakistan

What is the average daily salary for a ball stitcher in India?        20 rupees or   
      about 50 cents, which is one third the region’s legal minimum wage

How long have people been growing and eating bananas? 
           10,000 years

What percentage of world’s coffee is grown on small family farms?
                50%

In one year, a two-cup-a-day drinker of coffee will consume the annual harvest of how many coffee trees?   
           18

How many years does it take a coffee tree to produce its first fruit?
           3 to 4 years

What is the world’s largest herb?
            Banana plant

What percentage of cultivated bananas are grown on small family farms and eaten locally?     
           87%

What percentage of the world’s cocoa is grown on small family farms of 12 acres or less?     
           90%

This information is from TransFair Canada Discover Sheets
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From February 14 to March 14, ten thousand Manitobans will take part in Fair Trade Manitoba’s second 
annual One Month Challenge. Participants will consume coffee, tea, and chocolate that is only fair trade for 
the one-month period. The goals are to promote fair trade, create a tangible effect on the Manitoba marketplace 
for fair trade products, and combat economic inequality by contributing to Southern economies 
by simply changing purchasing habits.

 ~ And we need you ~

Put a fair trade smile on your organization: Many organizations endorse the principle of treating others  
with respect and dignity. Fair trade provides one excellent way to put this principle into everyday practice.

Your organization can establish and follow purchasing policies on buying fair trade products during the  
One Month Challenge, not only as an organization, but individually and among your family and community. 

It can all start with you. Share what you know about fair trade and why you decided to make ethical  
consumer decisions with those you feel close to, inspiring them to do likewise!
 

Fair Trade Products

F A L L  2 0 0 7

Places to Buy

14
* One Month Challenge can be done in schools anytime of the year. 
    Pick a start and end date for a duration of one month and begin the Challenge!
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~ We are ready to make a difference ~ 

Sign us up for the ONE MONTH CHALLENGE

Please fill out the following form and fax or send to:
 

Fair Trade Manitoba 
c/o Manitoba Council for International Cooperation
302-280 Smith St.
Winnipeg, Manitoba  R3C 1K2
Fax: (204) 956-0031
 

For further information or any inquiries:

Tel: (204) 987-6420
Email: fairtrade@mcic.ca
www.fairtrademanitoba.ca

 

Name of Organization:_______________________________

Contact Person:_____________________________________

Address:___________________________________________

Phone Number:________________________

Email:________________________________
            
Number of Potential Participants:_________

By signing, I pledge to offer my services as One Month Challenge office,  
school, community, organizer: 

______________________________________
 
 
 
www.fairtrademanitoba.ca
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FAIR TRADE RESOURCE GUIDE

B O O K S

Brewing Justice: Fair Trade Coffee, Sustainability and Survival 
by Daniel Jaffee 
University of California Press 
A vivid study of indigenous coffee farmers in Oaxaca Mexico that offers the first thorough investigation 
of the social, economic and environmental benefits of fair trade.
Suggested reading level for ages 17 and up

Business Unusual 
This joint writing effort by the fair trade movement shows how fair trade works in practice based on 
the examples of coffee, rice, handicrafts, cotton and textiles. It demonstrates the pioneering work of fair trade 
organizations in developing a truly responsible business model. 
Suggested reading level for ages 17 and up

Coffee with Pleasure: Just Java and World Trade 
by Laure Waridel 
Laure Waridel shows how our current trading system perpetuates poverty and injustice and explains how 
the alternative system known as fair trade can break the cycle of exploitation and environmental destruction.
Suggested reading level for ages 17 and up

The Conscious Consumer: Promoting Economic Justice through Fair Trade
By Rose Benz Ericson
Offering a comprehensive overview of the North American fair trade movement, 
it is one of fair trade movement’s most important educational tools. Read an excerpt online at 
www.fairtraderesource.org/pdf/Conscious%20Consumer-excerpts.pdf.
Suggested reading level for ages 14 and up

Fair Trade  
by Adrian Cooper
Part of the “Issues in Our World” children’s series, this book describes various aspects of trade, 
including why it is sometimes unfair, how the purchase of everyday items affects people all  
over the world, and the ways fair trade can help alleviate poverty.
Suggested reading level for ages 12 and up

Fair Trade: A Beginner’s Guide 
by Jacqueline Decarlo
Reveals why fair trade means more than just bananas, coffee, and chocolate. Explains the principles 
behind fair trade and its development into a powerful economic tool. Packed with inspiring ways to 
make a difference, this book will encourage readers of all backgrounds to help end poverty, 
environmental destruction, and human exploitation.
Suggested reading level for ages 12 and up

Fair Trade Coffee: The Prospects and Pitfalls of Market Driven Social Justice 
by Gavin Fridell 
University of Toronto Press 
An interesting overview of the power structures that drive global capitalism. 
This is a must read for anyone concerned with free trade  
and social/environmental justice. 
Suggested reading level for ages 18 and up
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Javatrekker: Dispatches From the World of Fair Trade Coffee 
by Dean Cycon
Explores the untold origins of coffee through his travels to ten different producing countries. 
Drawing upon his wide range of experience and study as a coffee roasting entrepreneur, lawyer, activist, 
and development worker, he shares the unique qualities of the coffee, insight into the lands and culture, 
and a greater understanding of the economic and personal challenges of bringing each bean 
to your grinder.
Suggested reading level for ages 12 and up

The No-nonsense Guide to Fair Trade 
by David Ransom
Dispensing with the marketing spin of orthodox economics, it tells the human story behind the things 
we consume. In the divide between consumers and producers, rich and poor, North and South, it discovers 
positive options that are already available on supermarket shelves.
Suggested reading level for ages 16 and up

50 Reasons to Buy Fair Trade 
by Miles Litvinoff and John Madeley
This book provides 50 reasons why buying fair trade delivers a host of benefits to people and the planet.  
It’s an inspiring account of how every consumer can play a part in improving lives and making global trade  
work better for poor people. 
Suggested reading level for ages 18 and up

GAMES AND SIMUL ATIONS

The Fair Game™ is a series of short role-playing games which explore the costs and benefits of world trading  
systems. Results are tabulated and connected to real world situations. Successful strategies can be reviewed 
in light of the values which motivate them. It includes questions for stimulating discussions. 

The Fair Game™ was designed in Manitoba for use in Grade 10 Geography and Grade 12 World Issues classes.  
You may find it useful in other situations. 

The Fair Game is available at the  
Marquis Project 
912 Rosser Avenue, Brandon, MB  R7A 0L4 
tel: 204.727.5675.  
 
A copy is available on-loan from the 
Manitoba Council for International Cooperation,  
302-280 Smith Street,  
Winnipeg, MB  R3C 1K2 
tel: 204.987.6420.
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WEB RESOURCES

The following websites have links to questions about what fair trade is, how it works, fair trade standards, 
fair trade history and some campaigns that are going on right now to promote fair trade:
www.fairtradefederation.org
www.fairtrademanitoba.ca 
www.fairtraderesource.org
www.ifat.org
www.maketradefair.org
www.transfair.ca

The following websites link Manitoba shoppers to fair trade products:
www.fairtrademanitoba.ca/FTpdfs/Guide%20Feb%2007.pdf
www.nosweatapparel.com/products/store-locations.html#CANADA 
– not all items in the store are fair trade – just ask the sales people about what they sell that is “no sweat”

The Worldbeat Global Education Project. One of the objectives of Worldbeat is to provide teachers 
with the best the Internet has to offer when it comes to lesson plans with a global perspective. 
All of the recommended sites are peer reviewed and meet Saskatchewan curriculum objectives. 
www.earthbeat.sk.ca – go to Worldbeat tab sign in and select past issues Vol. 4 Winter 05 for fair trade

T E AC H I N G  R E S O U RC E S

The following link has resources for teaching school aged children about fair trade:
www.oxfam.org.uk/education/resources/category.htm?30

Teach your way from bean to bar!  For everything you need to teach about fair trade and cocoa.   
It’s choc-full of free downloadable lesson plans:
www.papapaa.org/index.htm
 

F I L M

BLACK COFFEE is a three-hour documentary series that traces the unique and volatile history of coffee. 
From its discovery on an ancient Ethiopian hillside to its role as a contemporary elixir, coffee has dominated 
and molded the economies, politics and social structures of entire countries. Coffee’s history is rife with 
controversy and paradox. It has been banned as an instigator of revolution, yet lies at the heart of 
the democratic tradition in Costa Rica. National Film Board of Canada (2005).  
Suggested age level 14 and up

BLACK GOLD - As westerners revel in designer lattes and cappuccinos, impoverished Ethiopian 
coffee growers suffer the bitter taste of injustice. In this eye-opening expose of the multi-billion dollar 
coffee industry, BLACK GOLD traces one man’s fight for a fair price.  Fulcrum Productions (2007). 
Suggested reading level for ages 12 and up

BUYER BE FAIR - The Promise of Product Certification
This film looks at two major trade goods – timber and coffee – to find out how certification works and 
whether it helps the world’s poor, and their lands. Can the lessons from certification of timber, by the Forest 
Stewardship Council, and coffee, by fair trade, be applied to other products? BUYER BE FAIR takes viewers to 
Mexico, the Netherlands, the UK, Sweden, the USA and Canada, where compelling stories and characters raise 
and answer these questions in a powerful documentary that explores new ways to make globalization work 
for all of us. (Bullfrog Films, 2006). Avaliable for purchase at www.buyerbefair.org/buy_film.html.
Suggested reading level for ages 12 and up
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CNN news report on fair trade coffee in Africa:
www.cnn.com/video/#/video/international/2007/08/01/inside.africa.coffee.trade.cnn

Take a world video tour. Meet some people at the other end of the production line, 
as well as others affected by the consumption choices we make:
www.newdream.org/consumer/video.php

Level Ground Trading Company.  
Short video on the impact of Fair Trade on producers in South America:
www.levelground.com/

P R E S E N T E R S  A N D  S P E A K E R S 

These individuals may be able to come to your school and/or offer school tours:

Fair Trade Manitoba/Manitoba Council for International Cooperation
Contact: Zack Gross at 204.987.6420

Four Corners: An Alternative Trade Organization
Contact: Bruce Rose at 1.800.661.2597

Manitoba Council for International Cooperation
Contact: Janice Hamilton at 204.987.6420

Ten Thousand Villages
Contact: Gwen Repeta at 204.261.0566

The Marquis Project, Brandon
Contact: Karen Marchand  204.727.5675

Contact us: 

 
 
 
 

302-280 Smith Street
Winnipeg, MB  R3C 1K2
Telephone: (204) 987-6420
Fax: (204) 956-0031
E-mail: info@mcic.ca

* Answers to Crossword puzzle:
   1. BlackGold                 5. Chocolate
   2. Producer                6. Fair
   3. Coffee                    7. Transfair
   4. Environment           8. Consumer
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